
BRIEF
Design deck to extend from conservatory to centre of the second fence panel. 

Material to be composite decking to visually continue flooring of conservatory in colour, provide two options.

Deck width to be width of sill under patio doors, deck height to be at level of bottom of sill. Leave 30cm for planting along base of fence on either side of deck.

Replace fence along right hand and rear boundary. Match fence design on left hand side. 

Move gate from rear fence to side fence to lead into adjacent alley approximately half way up the garden.

Level difference of approximately 80cm between face of house and rear of garden to be resolved by creating two levels.

Turn shed 180 degrees and move into right hand corner. Keep shed as close to the ground as possible.

In top left hand corner create a ‘secret garden’, possibly with archway leading to it.

Create a gothic atmosphere using plants that feature dark foliage and interesting shapes- create a sense of discovery in the garden and ensure year-round 
interest with evergreen structure. Include pollinator plants for bees and butterflies and berries for birds.

Dress fences and side of shed facing the house to create a green envelope; soften straight boundary lines.

Turf garden outside the patio and in-ground beds.

Suggest bowl shaped fire pit that can be used as BBQ.

Suggest water feature that provides trickling sound.

Consider simple built in bench on patio.

Provide simple atmospheric lighting scheme.



View of Garden from House 



April flowering evergreen clematis ‘Oberon’ delicately softens 
arch while allowing its shape to be discernible.  
Alcea ‘Black knight flanks sides of the arch in the summer

Theatrical use of high contrast in values, colours and textures.



‘Secret Garden’ is approached via shade garden and accessed 
though to entrance curtained by Blue Atlas cedar.  
Cedar also conceals side of shed.

New gate leading to side access



Fences in ‘Secret Garden’ clothed in fast growing, 
evergreen passiflora with magnificent blooms July- 
Sept.
Base of fence edged with climbing campanula for 
spring flowers and spidery Erygnium for late sum-
mer and autumn interest (all loved by pollinators)

Black metal arch to support 
weeping Blue Atlas cedar.

Choice of self contained 
fountains introduces ele-
ment of water and gentle 
trickling sound.
Discuss preferences

Swinging chair reminiscent of 
giant webbed cocoon. Stand 
can be fixed in place  to 
double up as support for 
strings of festoon lights.
If multiple chairs or different 
furniture is used then light 
chains can be mounted on 
poles around perimeter.diam. 45cm                          diam. 58cm           diam. 30cm with LED

Garden Mirror with faux 
perspective mullions. 
Alternative, more overtly 
gothic styles available (see 
visuals) - discuss

Secret Garden



Freestanging BBQ with optional 
cauldron attachment

Millboard composite in weathered 
finish creates rustic ambience

New fence to match existing one on opposite side. 
Fencing and shed to be treated with black stain in order to 
unify all elements of the backdrop. 

Vertical boundaries in the various terraced areas are treated 
differently in order to create subtle ‘zones’ within the garden: 
Fence sections adjacent to deck are planted with evergreens 
climbers to create a ‘garden room’ with changing colour 
thoughout the year and with the benefit of fragrant summer 
flowers to the left, and winter flowers to the right

The second level with shade to the right hand side creates 
drama by silhouetting grey, white and blue sculptural foliage 
against the dark backdrop.

June-July fragrant flowers

November- March  flowers



Gate to side passageMillboard deck in 
driftwood finish

Garden divided into three 
levels with natural rock steps

Black metal arches

Relocated shed

Water feature Swinging seat

Landscaping Plan  
(Planting Plan and Lighting Plan will be prepared upon approval of Concept Design)
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